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We are delighted to present our first UN PRME report. The Vistula University has been committed to the effective 
implementation of the Six Principles since 2019, when we became a new and active member. Indeed, our University’s 
dedication to championing ethics, responsibility and sustainability in management education extends back to the beginning 
of our University. The principles of equity, equality, solidarity and partnership have underpinned our teaching, research and 
leadership since our formation in 1992.

In particular, the matters related to the PRME, the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the UN 
Global Compact Ten Principles are interwoven not only in our mission, vision, values, but also reflected in our education 
philosophy and culture. The Vistula University is the only higher education institution in Poland to offer a full course on 
Ethics in International Relations, while our staff is actively engaged in research on post-discriminatory and post-colonial 
epistemologies and methodologies. We are actively pursuing the UN Global Compact membership, and are about to 
become the host-institution for the UN Associations (UNA) Poland, leading the organization’s Research Council.

We also strongly believe in the power of international cooperation and engagement for a fairer future. We actively 
collaborate with many organizations, including the Carnegie Council for Ethics in International Affairs, and are determined 
to extend and expand such joint initiatives further. In this context, we continue to lead the internationalization efforts (e.g. 
ranked 1st in Poland by the 2020 Perspektywy University Ranking), successfully expanding our vision and values globally, 
which includes establishing our new campuses abroad.     

This report demonstrates our enthusiasm and determination to enact the PRME Six and the UN Global Compact Ten 
Principles, as well as to champion the SDGs within our daily teaching, research and leadership practice at all levels of 
Vistula. We are encouraged by what we have accomplished so far, and being aware of challenges and shortcomings, we 
continue to work together, sharing ideas of responsible management education.

Dr Bartłomiej E. Nowak 
President of the Vistula Group of Universities

A LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
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The Vistula University was founded in the midst of historical transitions within Poland in the early 1990s. Rooted in this 
momentous socio-cultural heritage, we grew to become a leading voice for championing social justice and social change. 
Today, we strive to become a global leader in responsible management education. We are dedicated to learner-centred and 
collaborative approaches and have already established a reputation for an international, open, diverse, accessible, friendly 
and inclusive university. 

These aspects are reflected in our university’s research, teaching and leadership culture. In particular, our values are closely 
aligned with the UN Principles of Responsible Management Education (PRME). Sustainability, ethics and responsibility are 
the norms our staff, and our students feel passionately about. As the university, we take bold steps in these areas: we 
are actively involved in a variety of projects to benefit of our local communities as we celebrate and commemorate the 
work and research on community development. This includes our engagement with business partners, state government, 
and city councils in developing innovative mentoring and internship programs for future local leaders. We are engaged 
regionally in projects aiming to revitalize Poland’s multinational and multicultural traditions. We also work closely with the 
NGOs, such as Stowarzyszenie Dobra Wola/ the Good Will Association, an organization devoted to fostering inclusion and 
caring for those unable to care for themselves. We recognize and strongly believe that education is the key to changing 
the world into sustainable, ethical and responsible place. We are dedicated to this mission and are delighted to share our 
experience in this inaugural report. 
 
Professor Wawrzyniec Konarski
Rector of the Vistula University 

A LETTER FROM THE RECTOR 
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As we enter the era of disturbances and uncertainty brought 
by the emergence of Artificial Intelligence, cloud computing 
and global pandemics, an inclusive, ethical, responsible and 
sustainable growth, resilient to irregularities has become a 
focal point of management education. The United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs) provide a 
robust framework to achieve this goal, particularly through 
their emphasis on the ‘Quality Education’ (Goal No 4), 
‘Decent Work and Economic Growth’ (Goal No 8), ‘Industry, 
Innovation and Infrastructure’ (Goal No 9), ‘Reduced 
Inequalities’ (Goal No 10), and ‘Partnership for the Goals’ 
(Goal No 17), all reflected in our approach to management 
education for years. 

Indeed, the last goal is particularly resonant locally, as Vistula 
has been serving at the frontline of international and local 
efforts to enact and enhance active collaboration and open 
dialogue with multiplicity of stakeholders, incl. within our 
local county of Ursynów, the city of Warsaw communities, as 
well as globally, through a variety of international research 
and teaching endeavours aiming to advance these goals. 
Vistula is one of the most internationalised universities in 
Poland, reflecting the heritage and best traditions of our 
local history (e.g. Alexander Chalmers of Scotland, four-time 

Mayor of Warsaw). Our dedication to ethics, sustainability 
and responsibility, embroidered throughout our new 2025 
University Strategy, is juxtaposed with our culturally diverse 
and multilingual environment. As such, we are able to offer 
our students and staff a set of powerful twenty first century 
skills and knowledge to be applied globally, to advance the 
UN SDGs, the Principles of the UN Global Compact and the 
PRME mission.

Our inaugural report is structured according to the Six 
Principles of PRME, namely:

1. Purpose
2. Values
3. Method
4. Research
5. Partnership
6. Dialogue

Each part provides a reflection on our work and achievements 
so far. As we are aware that there is still much to be done, 
we are excited that our journey with the PRME community 
has just begun, and we are enthusiastically looking to the 
future.  

AN INTRODUCTION TO OUR INAUGURAL SHARING  
INFORMATION ON PROGRESS REPORT 

Dr Agnieszka Uflewska  
Coordinator for Internationalisation,

PRME Champion (Research)

Ms. Edyta Ewiak 
Executive Board Office, 

PRME Champion (Leadership)

Dr Tom Hashimoto 
Expert in International 

Accreditations 
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Vistula University is a place of openness, trust and partnership, cutting-edge education and research. It is the oldest 
amongst non-public universities in Poland. Established in 1992 under the name of the University of Insurance and Banking, 
it achieved its current status through dynamic development and cooperation with other local higher education institutions. 
In 2019, the Aleksander Gieysztor Academy of Humanities in Pułtusk became one of our many local branches. Currently, 
we are in the midst of internationalising such cooperation.  

LEADERS IN GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT 
Vistula University is at the forefront of internationalised universities in Poland, as highlighted by 
the local rankings of higher education institutions, incl. Perspektywy 2020. Vistula is a university 
open to the world, diverse, inclusive and energetic. It has a multicultural and innovative approach 
to education. A few years ago we created the Asia Research Institute. We run double diploma 
international programs. We are determined to provide responsible education for business 
that stays in a close dialogue and partnership with local and international organisations. We 

offer undergraduate and postgraduate (Masters and PhDs) programs, as well as postgraduate taught studies, including 
the ‘Vistula Executive Education’, centred on the leadership dimension of education for managers. The University is also 
engaged in developing education on Big Data, Artificial Intelligence and Robotics. We are in the midst of preparing programs 
on leadership and management for cybersecurity and reliability in Industry based on Education 5.0 approach with local and 
international partners. All studies are conducted in Polish and English, full-time and part-time, online, hybrid and offline.

ABOUT VISTULA UNIVERSITY
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INCLUSIVE UNIVERSITY OF QUALITY EDUCATION
Vistula University is among a few universities in Poland that was awarded the full Association 
of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) accreditation. Also, our Organisation Project 
Management program in the field of Management was recognised by the PMI Global 
Accreditation Centre for Project Management Education Programs (GAC). At Vistula we strive 
to offer not only a quality education, but also heartfelt learning support. From the moment 
of commencing their studies our students are included in a tailored ‘Mentoring Program’, as 

well as benefit from introductory scholarships, memberships in vibrant student clubs and associations, all supporting 
integration into the University’s environment. With the assistance of our ‘Career Office’, our students learn to lead and 
manage their individual potential and to plan professional development, incl. establishing their first interactions with local 
business. They actively participate in specially organised job-fairs and benefit from global exchange programs, all to 
enhance their skills and competences. Also, they have access to a range of placements and internships with our local 
partners and stakeholders, incl. representatives of our local business, city councils, the government, and our researchers 
through their research grants.  

UN GLOBAL COMPACT, STGs AND UNA FOCUS
Vistula University is a driver of sustainable and ethical solutions for management education. We 
are pursuing the UN Global Compact membership and actively collaborate with the UN Global 
Compact Polska/Poland in creating new courses on sustainability, ethics and responsibility for 
business education. In the next few months the Vistula University will become the host of the 
UN Associations Poland, leading the organisation’s Research Council. 
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OUR MISSION, VISION, VALUES

The mission, vision and values, as well as the strategy itself, are the result of a collaborative processes of extensive 
consultation, critical analysis and reflection internally, among our staff and students, and externally, with our partners and 
stakeholders. When Vistula joined the UN PRME in 2019, we were in the midst of our former 2020 University Strategy (2016-
2020), encompassing the UN SDGs and PRME-centred outlook particularly through its ‘Strategic Area VII: Vistula University 
as a socially responsible organisation’. According to this section, the Vistula University was determined to educate for 
responsible and ethical management and leadership in the multicultural and global world. Since them, the UN SDGs, UN 
Global Compact, and PRME philosophy gained significant momentum within the Vistula community, all reflected in our new 
mission, vision and values statement of the 2025 University Strategy (2021-2025).
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OUR MISSION
The mission of Vistula University is to prepare and equip our graduates to address the demands of business and public 
sphere in a sustainable, ethical and responsible manner, transforming local and global business and promoting positive 
impact on communities. 

OUR VISION
The vision of our university is to enhance our local and international academic engagement, and to continue efforts to gain 
recognition as an interacting and influential, fully accredited business university, appreciated by our students, business 
partners, stakeholders, as well as our local and international community. 

OUR VALUES
INTEGRITY
At Vistula we hold ourselves and others to account 
and are mindful of ethics and responsibility 
in research, teaching, leadership, local and 
international engagement.  

INTERCONNECTIVITY 
Rooted in Poland’s multicultural traditions, we 
thrive in collaborating globally by interconnecting 
and embracing the diversity of unique languages 
and cultural heritages for enhancing our knowledge 
and understanding of the world.

SUSTAINABILITY
We care deeply about ethical leadership for 
sustainable development, a significant factor for 
a successful future of Poland, our international 
Vistula community, and the planet.  

EQUITY 
We pride ourselves to strive for equity, equality and 
fairness in education for social justice and social 
change. Educational disadvantage does not exist 
in isolation from other forms of disadvantages. 
We are dedicated to critically analyse the ability of 
the education we provide to influence wider social 
issues. 

RESPECT 
Multiculturality comes with humility as we 
recognise the diversity of perspectives and 
individual contributions, supporting each other for 
positive change and social justice.

POSITIVE IMPACT
We are determined that our students are provided 
with the twenty first century leadership skills to 
develop a robust and dynamic business and society.
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ABOUT PRME

The Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) is a tightly interconnected international initiative 
interweaving the United Nations ideas and mission with higher education institutions. Founded in 2007 as a global platform 
to raise awareness about the need for sustainability, responsibility and ethics in business and management education, it 
soon became the driving force for supporting today’s university business programs with knowledge and skills for students 
to deliver change tomorrow. The Vistula University became a signatory to PRME in April 2019, with Dr Uflewska and Ms. 
Ewiak becoming the PRME Champions in 2021. 

As a signatory, we are committed to uphold the PRME’s Six Principles, namely:

PURPOSE
We develop and enhance knowledge and 
capabilities of our students for responsible 
and ethical leadership, management and 
business conduct for an inclusive and 
sustainable local and global economy.

VALUES
Supported by international initiatives, such 
as the United Nations Global Compact, 
we incorporate the values of global 
social responsibility into our academic 
and leadership practice, activities and 
curricula. 

METHOD
We create educational frameworks, 
materials, processes, and the environment 
that enables effective learning experiences 
for responsible, ethical and sustainable 
leadership.

RESEARCH
We are engaged in conceptual and empirical 
research that advances our understanding 
about the role, dynamics and impact of 
business in the creation of sustainable 
social, environmental and economic value.

PARTNERSHIP
We dynamically interact with our local and 
international business partners and other 
stakeholders to extend our knowledge of 
mutual challenges in meeting social and 
environmental responsibilities, focusing 
on effective approaches to mitigate the 
obstacles. 

DIALOGUE
We facilitate and support the dialogue 
and debate among a variety of local and 
international stakeholders (incl. academia, 
local communities, business, government, 
social and mass media, NGOs) on pivotal 
challenges related to ethics, responsibility 
and sustainability. 

1
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PURPOSE

At Vistula, the PRME’s aims and objectives are embedded 
into our 2025 Strategy, policies and procedures, that apply to 
all our staff, students and stakeholders, and emphasise our 
commitment to ethics, responsibility and sustainability in 
everything we do. These include the organisational structure 
of the university, with roles of the Ombudsman, as a member 
of the decision-making body, and the Office of the Deputy 
Rector for Quality Assurance and Internationalisation, 
as the communication hub for issues related to ethics, 
responsibility and sustainability. Vistula also follows and 
incorporates the ‘Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact’ 
into our university’s strategies, policies and procedures. 
This means introducing best practices based on human 
rights, work standards, environmental protection and anti-
corruption into our conduct and dialogue-based cooperation 
culture with our local and international stakeholders. In this 
context, the Vistula University runs the Ethics and Anti-
discrimination Committee, which is the opinion-giving body 
on matters specified in the Code of Ethics of the Vistula 
University. The main purpose of the Committee is to advise 
and to provide guidelines on ethics in research, teaching, 
management and leadership (incl. anti-discrimination 
and anti-mobbing), as well as to address cases of ethical 
misconduct. 

EDUCATION, RESEARCH, SOCIETY SYNERGY

At Vistula we believe that education refers to embedding 
the UN principals across our degree programs. Our 
Business programs’ curricula include courses on Ethics in 
Business, Responsible Business Conduct, Corporate Social 
Responsibility and Non-financial reporting. 
Additionally, Dr Bartłomiej E. Nowak, who has recently been 
elected as the President of Vistula Group of Universities, 
created and runs a course on Global Ethics in International 
Relations. The Carnegie Council for Ethics in International 
Affairs Scholar, Dr Nowak is determined to incorporate 
the UN agenda on ethics, responsibility and sustainability 
within our university’s curricula, culture and policies. 
Indeed, due to his efforts our university is becoming one of 
the key partners for the UN Global Compact Poland and the 
UN Associations Poland, both involved in developing our 
degree programs further. 

All the activities, from education, through research and our 
academic practice, are strongly interconnected, informing 
the development of new modules and programs for the 
University, as well as providing a valuable framework for 
evaluation. 

1

PURPOSE

We develop and enhance knowledge 
and capabilities of our students for 
responsible and ethical leadership, 
management and business conduct for 
an inclusive and sustainable local and 
global economy.
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ETHICS, RESPONSIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY 
CHAMPION 

In February 2021, Dr Agnieszka Uflewska (PhD in Education, 
University of Glasgow) was appointed to lead the 
integration of PRME (Research) and to develop our wider 
research and policies in the context of ethics, responsibility 
and sustainability. She only recently joined Vistula to  
incorporate the principles of her former affiliation, the 
University of Glasgow’s Robert Owen Centre for Educational 
Change, locally. As a member of the Centre for Research and 
Development in Adult and Lifelong Learning, and PASCAL 
(Place And Social Capital And Learning) International 
Observatory, she taught and has been actively researching 
post-discriminatory and innovative approaches to education 
in the global world. Her graduates of the International 
Masters programs in Adult Education for Social Change, in 
Community Development, and in Education, Public Policy 
and Equity, carry the proverbial torch of ethical, responsible 
and sustainable change as local leaders (incl. government 
officials, universities’ leaders, educators, social activists, and 

politicians) in India, Indonesia, Russia, China and Scotland, to 
name a few. Currently, she serves as the Internationalization 
Coordinator at Vistula, continuing to enact the UN 
principles in establishing and shaping the University’s 
external relations with international academia, business, 
government officials, the third sector organizations, and the 
global Vistula’s community. She has also been appointed 
as the Chairperson of the Vistula University Disciplinary 
Committee, and is dedicated to developing, together with 
Heads of Programs and Faculty Deans, a set of up-to-date 
policies and procedures supporting students and staff in 
ethical and responsible research and conduct. In this matter, 
she actively cooperates with the Polish academia and is an 
active member of the Poland’s multi-stakeholders Group on 
Academic Social Responsibility/ Pol. Grupa Robocza ds. 
Społecznej Odpowiedzialności Uczelni. Agnieszka also co-
developed and runs a graduate Research Seminar for the 
Faculty of Business and International Relations, sensitizing 
and challenging graduate students to post-colonial and 
post-discriminatory epistemology and methodology in 
business and international relations research and practice. 

PURPOSE: 
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR 2021-2023

• Establishment of the Ethics, Responsibility and Sustainability Committee as a tool 
to monitor, evaluate and communicate the implementation of PRME, the UN Global 
Compact, and the UN SDGs within the University’s programs and strategy, close 
cooperation with the existing Ethics and Anti-Discrimination Committee, internal 
and external stakeholders.

• The new Committee to meet at least two times a year to monitor and review 
progress.

• Annual collection of data related to integration of the PRME across educational, 
research and social engagement activities.

• Expanding and reporting on the Ethics and Anti-discrimination Committee actions.

• Interim report on progress presented to the Rector and the Executive Board in 
March 2022.
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VALUES

At Vistula integrity is one of our fundamental values, and 
we hold ourselves and others to account, staying mindful of 
ethics and responsibility in research, teaching, leadership, 
local and international engagement. 

Also, rooted in Poland’s multicultural traditions, we thrive 
on interconnectivity and global engagement by embracing 
the diversity of unique languages and cultural heritages 
of our students and staff for enhancing our knowledge 
and understanding of the world. We acknowledge, that 
multiculturality comes with humility and respect, as we 
recognise the diversity of perspectives and individual 
contributions, supporting each other for a positive change. 
We pride ourselves on striving for equity, equality and 
fairness in education for social justice and social change. 
Educational disadvantage does not exist in isolation from 
other forms of disadvantages. We do pay a lot of attention 
to critically analyse the ability of the education we provide 
to influence wider social issues. 

In this context we are devoted to upholding the values 
and norms of global social responsibility as highlighted 
by the United Nations Global Compact in our conduct and 
education. We are aware that business and corporate 
sustainability and ethics commences with a value system 
and principles-based approach. In this respect we emphasise 
the importance, at a minimum, of responsibilities within 
the areas of human rights, labour, environment and anti-
corruption and have been actively working on incorporating 
the Ten Principles of the Global Compact into our strategy, 
internal policies and procedures. We do so to provide an 
up-to-date, twenty first century education, leadership and 
management skills for our graduates, who conscious of 
their ethical, social and environmental responsibilities, are 
ready to dynamically impact and transform business and 
societies at local and global levels. 

Currently, we are reviewing our Management Programs 
to closely follow the UN Global Compact guidelines. Our 
International Relations Programs incorporate the ethics 
in international affairs modules in line with the Carnegie 
Council for Ethics in International Affairs recommendations. 
Finance and Accounting, as well as Economics programs 
follow the code of ethics presented by the internationally 

recognised professional bodies such as the ACCA and 
CFA. Vistula also practices what we preach. Namely, 
our leadership in human resources has been recently 
recognised with the ‘HR Excellence in Research’ award. The 
award is in support of research institutions that aligned their 
human resource policies with the principles outlined in the 
‘European Charter and Code’ of the European Commission 
(EC). Being awarded the ‘HR Excellence in Research’ by the 
EC, the Vistula University seeks to adhere to the highest 
quality standards.

2

VALUES

Supported by international initiatives, 
such as the United Nations Global 
Compact, we incorporate the values 
of global social responsibility into our 
academic and leadership practice, 
activities and curricula. 
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We believe that these guidelines, procedures, principles, and initiatives are not mutually exclusive, but rather compatible 
and complementary. In the 2021-2022 period we will formally review and reflect upon how the values of global social 
responsibility are embedded in our education, research, local and international engagement, as well as our own 
organisational leadership and management processes. 

LEADERSHIP CHAMPION
In March 2021 Ms. Edyta Ewiak of the Vistula Group of Universities Executive Board was  appointed as the PRME Leadership 
Champion to lead the integration of PRME and the UN Global Compact norms and values into the policies, procedures 
and practices. Ms. Ewiak, experienced in transformative leadership, will focus on supporting enacting our much needed 
systematic approach to implementing change. 

VALUES: 
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR 2021-2023 

• Development and implementation of a new graduate course addressing sustainable 
development (together with the UN Global Compact Poland).

• Institutionalisation and monitoring of best practices in sustainable operations 
(leadership and research).

• Review of the University’s policies relating to ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability in education, leadership, local and global engagement.

• Interim report on progress presented to the Rector and the Executive Board in 
March 2022.
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METHOD

Vistula University offers taught and research programs at 
the undergraduate, graduate and postgraduate levels that 
lead our students to successful placements and positive 
employability. 

We have a dedicated ‘Mentoring Program’, supporting our 
newcomers in settling down to life on campus, incl. helping 
with academic and student conduct policies and practices. 
We also have a dedicated Career Office devoted to enhancing 
students’ employability by providing opportunities to 
improve their competencies through seminars, tailored 
internships. Recently, the Office has published a handbook, 
and run a series of workshops dedicated to ‘Competences 
of the Future’, focussing on attitudes and experiences, skills 
and knowledge. 

Also, in 2018 we carried a review of programs and modules 
offered across the University for ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability to identify areas for further development. 
Despite the fact that initial changes were made, further and 
more systematic and systemic reviews are necessary to 
assess the modules for covering the ethics, responsibility 
and sustainability themes. We aim to achieve this by initiating 
and establishing sufficient internal communication and 
information exchange between the PRME Champions for 
Research and Leadership, Career Office, Mentoring Program 
Coordinators, Deans and relevant Heads of Programs, as 
well as by embedding the themes of ethics, responsibility 
and sustainability into program reviews to facilitate annual 
reporting on progress.

3

METHOD

We create educational frameworks, 
materials, processes, and the 
environment that enables effective 
learning experiences for responsible, 
ethical and sustainable leadership.
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PRME IN PRACTICE: SELECTED MODULES

ETHICS AND HUMAN RIGHTS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Level: Second Year Postgraduate (Masters)
Introduced in the last few years, this innovative and interdisciplinary core course aims to explore the universal and 
regional mechanisms of human rights protection and international law that covers aspects of ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability. It includes a variety of case studies from around the world and draws from a variety of disciplines, incl. law, 
philosophy, international relations, sociology and political science.

ETHICAL AND SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
Level: Third Year Undergraduate (Bachelor)
The course provides core knowledge on ethical, responsible and sustainable business. It addresses some of the main 
dilemmas of contemporary business practices in the context of ethics, and underlines tools for establishing ethical 
foundations for responsible and sustainable business. According to Prof. Maik Huettinger, who delivers this course under 
the ‘Integrated Vistula of the Future 2’ project to enhance European regional cooperation:

‘Ethics and Sustainable Business aims to introduce students to the main concepts of law, ethics, corporate social responsibility 
and sustainable development. The recent Global Financial Crisis and the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic has increased the 
spotlight on ethical matters and has raised the question of how the economic and social environment have to be designed in 
order to contribute to sustainable needs of the society. Whereby the idea of self-regulation and corporate social responsibility 
plays an important role in Anglo-Saxon tradition, regulation by the state is emphasized more in the European context.Most 
business representatives prefer the idea of strengthening the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), as it shifts 
decision-making power from the state towards corporations. On the other hand, NGOs and representatives by the society 
favour a more active role by the government. Future generations of managers will therefore not only be introduced to various 
multinational approaches to stakeholder management, but they will also learn about the needs of consumers and society in 
a globalised World.’

Prof. Maik Huettinger, Professor of Economics and Ethics, ISM University of Management and Economics, Vilnius, 
Lithuania (Photo credits: ISM University of Management and Economics, Vilnius, Lithuania, March 2021). 
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ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
Level: Third Year Undergraduate (Bachelor)
The course is designed to critically appraise selected case studies in a form of lectures and active workshops. Students 
also consider core concepts, such as business ethics, social responsibility. According to Mr Tomasz Kociołek, Lecturer in 
Finance and Management:
‘The aim of ethics course is to provide students with knowledge related to ethical decision-making models and standards 
binding for different professions, helping them to act as professionals in business. Professional values, ethics and social 
responsibility become crucial for the employers and are nowadays applied not only in the context of the accountant’s or 
finance leader’s duties but in a broader sense as a guide to appropriate professional behaviour and conduct in a variety of 
situations in a rapidly changing environment.’

Mr Tomasz Kociołek, Lecturer of Finance and Management

METHOD: 
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR 
2021-2023 

• Review all current undergraduate 
and postgraduate courses and 
programs for ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability themes.

• Systematic, e.g. annual, collection 
and analysis of data related to the 
coverage of ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability themes at all program 
levels.

• Integration of ethics, responsibility 
and sustainability to be evaluated 
when introducing new courses and 
programs (incl. Vistula Leadership 
Academy). Brief guidelines document 
might be developed to assist staff with 
the process before submission of the 
Interim Report in 2022. 

• Regular engaged with the PRME, 
UN Global Compact, and UN SDGs 
community in order to share best 
practice in relation to responsible 
management and leadership 
education. 
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RESEARCH

We are still to develop research areas dedicated to study 
ethics, responsibility and sustainability in business, 
leadership, management and international relations. 
Nevertheless, in the last two years we have been actively 
conducting studies in areas that are closely related and 
interconnected to these themes, as well as to the UN 
Global Compact Principles and the UN SDGs. In particular, 
the 2019-2020 International Visegrád Fund project titled 
‘Effects of Industry 4.0 on Foreign Direct Investments in 
the Visegrád countries’ (V4) is the prime example of such 
research. Led by Prof. Marta Götz (PI), our Deputy Rector 
for Research, jointly with scholars from the Centre for 
Economic and Regional Studies Hungarian Academy of 
Sciences (Budapest, Hungary), the University of Economics 
(Prague, Czech Republic) and the School of Management 
in Trencin (Bratislava, Slovakia), it aimed at investigating 
issues interrelated with SDG 9: Industry, Innovation, and 
Infrastructure, SDG 3: Good Health and Wellbeing and 
SDG 8: Decent Work and Economic Growth. The project 
also highlights the significance of business ethics and 
responsibility (incl. lifelong learning initiatives), as crucial 
for sustainable and smart development. All research 
outputs regarding the project are gathered together and are 
publicly available at their dedicated website: industry40fdi.
wordpress.com. 

These themes are interwoven in another work led by Prof. 
Götz on Clusters and Industry 4.0 addressing transformation 
of contemporary business models in regional development 
in Europe. All the research conducted by Prof. Götz are part 
of the Vistula’s Economics and Finance Institute addressing 
issues on local and global economic development, finances, 
domestic and foreign investments, competitiveness and 
innovation, economic integration, and risk management. 
The finance branch of the Institute focuses additionally on 
issues related to public, corporate and international finance, 
incl. non-financial reporting. The Institute is an active host 
of conferences addressing, for example, the importance 
of good governance principles and quality management, 
socio-economic challenges posed by three decades of 
capitalism in Poland (and the region), as well as dilemmas 
of sustainable development. 

Other Research Institutes at Vistula include the Management 
Institute, which focuses on business practice, incl. corporate 
social responsibility and sustainable development, as well 
as management for multicultural organisations. It actively 
incorporates innovative content, incl. Agile PM, PMI, conflict 
and crisis management. 

There is also the Political Sciences Institute, comprising of 
social and political science researchers, and foreign service 
professionals, incl. former ambassadors, statesmen and 
women, conducting research on local and global policy, 
politics and practice, incl. ethics in international relations 
by Dr Nowak. In this context researchers of Asia and Far 
East were led to establish their own Institute, centred on the 
implications of the dynamically developing Belt and Road 
Initiative by China. 

4

RESEARCH

We are engaged in conceptual and 
empirical research that advances 
our understanding about the role, 
dynamics and impact of business in 
the creation of sustainable social, 
environmental and economic value.
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Related research publications by Vistula research faculty include:

• Osborne M, Maitra S, Uflewska A (2021). ‘Smart Learning Cities: Promoting learning through working lives’, [in:] M. 
Manoch, L. Cairns, K. Evans, B. O’Connor (Eds). SAGE Handbook of Learning and Work, London: SAGE Publications (in 
press). 

• Uflewska A, Tordzro G (2021). ‘Beyond the Western Educated Industrialised Rich and Democratic (WEIRD) knowledge 
and praxis in higher and lifelong education’, Journal of Postcolonial Directions in Education (in press). 

• Kruszka M (2020). ‘Divulgence of additional capital requirements in the EU banking union’, Economies, 8(2), 1-10.
• Zimny Z, Ishido H (2020). Promoting Services Trade in ASEAN. Trade in Education Services, Tokyo: ASEAN-Japan Centre.
• Bojańczyk M (2019). Influence of Instability in the Global Economy on Finance and Business Accounting, Warsaw: 

Vistula University Press.
• Götz MA (2019). ‘The Industry 4.0 induced agility and new skills in clusters’. Foresight and STI Governance, 13(2), 72-

83.
• Rybiński K (2019). ‘The forecasting power of the multi-language narrative of sell-side research. A machine learning 

evaluation’, Finance Research Letters, 1-7.
• Bojańczyk M (2018). Zarządzanie Finansami Przedsiębiorstwa w Niestabilnych Czasach, Warsaw: Vistula University 

Press.
• Götz MA, Jankowska B (2017). ‘Clusters and Industry 4.0 – do they fit together?’, European Planning Studies, 25(9), 

1633-1653.
• Berniak-Woźny J, Jędrych E (2017). Kształtowanie Kapitału Społecznego Organizacji. Warsaw: PWN (National Publishing 

House).
• Bojańczyk M (2017). Corporate Accounting in the Unstable World. Warsaw: Vistula University Press.
• Zimny Z (2017). Polityka wobec Bezpośrednich Inwestycji Zagranicznych. Wnioski dla Polski. Warsaw: Vistula University 

Press.

RESEARCH: 
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR 2021-2023 

• Systematic (e.g. annual) monitoring of research outputs related to the PRME, UN 
Global Compact Principles and the UN SDGs across the University.

• Promotion and communication of the ethics, responsibility and sustainability 
related research through Marketing outlets, including our website and social 
media.

• Active involvement in applying for national and regional research grants with 
topics directly addressing ethics, responsibility, and sustainability.

• Regular academic engagement with the local and international PRME, UN Global 
Compact and the UN SDGs communities to share best practice and to collaborate 
in relation to enhancing understanding and knowledge of responsible management 
and leadership research.
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PARTNERSHIP

Being a strongly internationalised and locally interconnected 
higher education institution, we consider partnership as vital 
and indispensable for advancing the Principles of PRME, 
the UN Global Compact, and the UN SDGs collaboration. We 
are devoted and determined to strengthening the existing 
collaborations, and to reaching out to establish new ties for 
partnership and dialogue around the pressing economic, 
social and environmental issues. 

INTERDISCIPLINARY INTERNATIONAL COLLABORATIONS 
Currently, we are actively engaged in collaborations 
with external partners (local and international) on 
interdisciplinary approaches to ethical, responsible 
and sustainable management education in leadership, 
management, and policy for cybersecurity and reliability 
in Industry. Our partners include the ICCSS (International 
Centre for Chemical Safety and Security), an international 
think-tank for promoting sustainable, responsible, ethical 
and environmentally friendly use and disposal of chemical 
and bio-agents. By providing industry-oriented, research-
based, multi-stakeholder and non-political approaches and 
solutions, they strive to overcome the existing deficiencies 
of international regulatory systems for environmental 
security and sustainability. 

UN GLOBAL COMPACT POLAND
Starting from 2020, we have been tightening our cooperation 
with the United Nations Global Compact (UN GC) Poland. 
This resulted in inviting the UN GC Poland President to 
join the Vistula’s Business Council. Together, we plan a 
close collaboration in areas of ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability. Our first step in this regard is to develop 
and run an undergraduate course on ‘The United Nations 
Climate Policy and Global Security’.

UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION POLAND 
The United Nations Association (UNA) Poland implements 
projects supporting and promoting the activities of the 
United Nations in Poland. As of the 2020, we established 
a close cooperation with the UNA Poland, resulting in 
implementation of the ‘Agenda 2030: Poland for Sustainable 
Development’ program. It includes organization of many 
events, workshops and discussion panels, incl. the UN 
Model, and co-creation of projects and initiatives focused 

on the UN’s goals. Also, later in 2021 the official UNA 
Poland headquarters are going to move to the Vistula 
University Stoklosy Campus, tightening our cooperation and 
commitment to common UN SD Goals, as well as the UN GC 
and PRME Principles.

5

PARTNERSHIP

We dynamically interact with our local 
and international business partners 
and other stakeholders to extend our 
knowledge of mutual challenges in 
meeting social and environmental 
responsibilities, focusing on effective 
approaches to mitigate the obstacles. 
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VISTULA UNIVERSITY BUSINESS COUNCIL 

We pay significant attention to our curriculum development, so that it corresponds with the changes and challenges posed 
by the contemporary labour market. At Vistula this partnership is symbolised by creating and running the ‘Vistula University 
Business Council’. Being an advisory body, the Council is regularly reconstituted and consists of leading members of 
business and academia, as well as esteemed representatives of the public. The current Business Council constitutes of 
53 members. The task of the Council is to strengthen the cooperation between academia and business community, by 
providing internships and jointly reviewing and adapting the study programs. 

PARTNERSHIP: 
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR 2021-2023  

• Structuring and systematising of the internal dimensions on partnership, incl. 
the Ethics, Responsibility and Sustainability Committee, and the Equality and 
Diversity Team, breaking down the barriers and improving internal and external 
communication. 

• Creating a dedicated administrative support facilitating partnership development 
on ethics, responsibility and sustainability, particularly in areas of information 
exchange between the University’s academic clusters, admin, and external 
partners.

• To strengthen the interdisciplinary approaches to education.

• UN Global Compact membership and UN Global Compact Poland partnership.

• Joint activities and cooperation with the UNA Poland.
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DIALOUGE

At Vistula we understand dialogue as an overarching 
principle, interwoven throughout the aims and objectives of 
PRME. We strive to be a stronghold for dialogue and debate 
among a variety of local and international stakeholders 
on pivotal challenges related to social, economic and 
environmental issues, promoting the narrative of ethics, 
responsibility and sustainability.

At our University this occurs on a daily basis. Locally, we are 
embedded within the Ursynów district council, Lions Club 
Warsaw Gentium and Caritas Warsaw, jointly addressing 
pivotal social challenges, particularly now, during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. We collaborate and support the 
‘Dobra Wola Association’/’The Good Will Association’, an 
organisation dedicated to loving care for those unable to 
care for themselves. Additionally, we have been actively 
contributing to the revival of the Poland’s multicultural 
traditions by carrying out renovations of places of culture 
across Poland. We have been doing so out of our commitment 
to building a responsible, ethical and sustainable future. 

To promote and enhance this discourse and debate, we are 
engaged with local organisations, incl. the THINKTANK, co-
created and run by Dr Małgorzata Bonikowska, who also 
delivers lectures at our University. The organisation aims at 
igniting and strengthening the public debate in Poland by 
providing a platform for critical engagement, reflection and 
exchange of ideas, bringing together academic, business 
and leadership experts. 

6

DIALOGUE

We facilitate and support the 
dialogue and debate among a 
variety of local and international 
stakeholders (incl. academia, local 
communities, business, government, 
social and mass media, NGOs) on 
pivotal challenges related to ethics, 
responsibility and sustainability.
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The dialogue and discourse additionally take place through students’ activities and placements. These include innovative 
approaches to teaching design and practice developed by the former Polish Ambassador to the UN, Dr Zdzisław Rapacki. 
Dr Rapacki’s Masters course, addressing International Negotiations, is focused on stimulating active debates and dialogue 
for peace through a portfolio of activities, incl. simulating international crisis conferences. The approach allows our 
students to enact and experience real-life negotiating scenarios for promotion of ethical, responsible and sustainable 
solutions for peaceful existence. 

Our dialogue and discourse also occur through our commitment to action, incl. students and staff environmental initiatives, 
and other actions aimed at environmental care and protection. We intend to showcase these results in our next 2023 SIP 
Report.

DIALOUGE: 
KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR 2021-2023  

• To develop, encourage and monitor the dialogue with representatives of 
the private, public and third sector in relation to ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability. 

• Dialogue with the UNA Poland regarding the Agenda 2030 program, as well as with 
the UN Global Compact and PRME. 
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The aim of our inaugural SIP Report has been to assert our commitment to the implementation of PRME and the UN Global 
Compact Principles, and to highlight our dedication to advancing the UN Sustainable Development Goals, knowledge and 
philosophy at the Vistula University. It serves as a starting point for the systematic review of our programs, research, 
and policies on matters related to ethics, responsibility and sustainability. It also helps us to identify our shortcomings, 
particularly in areas relating to systematisation, institutionalisation and communication of our initiatives internally. Indeed, 
we are determined to focus on systematising the monitoring and collecting, collating, and critically analysing of our data 
related to these activities. 

As we conclude this report, we enthusiastically look forward to the future – there is much to be done in management 
education. Global engagement, interconnection and close collaboration with stakeholders, incl. business community, 
governments, local councils, international organisations, third sector, media, and academia, are pivotal for fostering and 
enacting public dialogue on ethics, responsibility and sustainability at local and international levels. We are determined 
to play an active and visible role in this process. Our plans include the Green University initiatives, and tighter cooperation 
with the UN, UNA Poland, UN Global Compact Poland and PRME. We look forward to sharing our new experiences and 
future progress with the PRME community in our next SIP Report in 2023. 

Dr Agnieszka Uflewska, PRME Champion (Research)
Ms. Edyta Ewiak, PRME Champion (Leadership)

FINAL REFLECTIONS
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SUMMARY OF THE KPIs (2021-2023)

1. PURPOSE
• Establishment of the Ethics, Responsibility and Sustainability Committee as a tool to monitor, evaluate and communicate 

the implementation of PRME, the UN Global Compact, and the UN SDGs within the University’s programs and strategy, 
close cooperation with the existing Ethics and Anti-Discrimination Committee, internal and external stakeholders.

• The new Committee to meet at least two times a year to monitor and review progress.
• Annual collection of data related to integration of the PRME across educational, research and social engagement 

activities.
• Expanding and reporting on the Ethics and Anti-discrimination Committee actions.
• Interim report on progress presented to the Rector and the Executive Board in March 2022.

2. VALUES 
• Development and implementation of a new graduate course addressing sustainable development (together with the 

UN Global Compact Poland).
• Institutionalisation and monitoring of best practices in sustainable operations (leadership and research).
• Review of the University’s policies relating to ethics, responsibility and sustainability in education, leadership, local 

and global engagement.
• Interim report on progress presented to the Rector and the Executive Board in March 2022.

3. METHOD
• Review all current undergraduate and postgraduate courses and programs for ethics, responsibility and sustainability 

themes.
• Systematic, e.g. annual, collection and analysis of data related to the coverage of ethics, responsibility and sustainability 

themes at all program levels.
• Integration of ethics, responsibility and sustainability to be evaluated when introducing new courses and programs 

(incl. Vistula Leadership Academy). Brief guidelines document might be developed to assist staff with the process 
before submission of the Interim Report in 2022. 

• Regular engaged with the PRME, UN Global Compact, and UN SDGs community in order to share best practice in 
relation to responsible management and leadership education. 



4. RESEARCH 
• Systematic (e.g. annual) monitoring of research outputs related to the PRME, UN Global Compact Principles and the 

UN SDGs across the University.
• Promotion and communication of the ethics, responsibility and sustainability related research through Marketing 

outlets, including our website and social media.
• Active involvement in applying for national and regional research grants with topics directly addressing ethics, 

responsibility, and sustainability.
• Regular academic engagement with the local and international PRME, UN Global Compact and the UN SDGs 

communities to share best practice and to collaborate in relation to enhancing understanding and knowledge of 
responsible management and leadership research.

5. PARTNETSHIP 
• Structuring and systematising of the internal dimensions on partnership, incl. the Ethics, Responsibility and 

Sustainability Committee, and the Equality and Diversity Team, breaking down the barriers and improving internal and 
external communication. 

• Creating a dedicated administrative support facilitating partnership development on ethics, responsibility and 
sustainability, particularly in areas of information exchange between the University’s academic clusters, admin, and 
external partners.

• To strengthen the interdisciplinary approaches to education. 
• UN Global Compact membership and UN Global Compact Poland partnership.
• Joint activities and cooperation with the UNA Poland.

6.  DIALOUGE 
• To develop, encourage and monitor the dialogue with representatives of the private, public and third sector in relation 

to ethics, responsibility and sustainability. 
• Dialogue with the UNA Poland regarding the Agenda 2030 program, as well as with the UN Global Compact and PRME. 

SUMMARY OF THE KPIs (2021-2023)
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